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The ultrasonic absorption coe ffici ent (a) and velocity (v) of so lutions of polyvinyl chloride (PYC). in methy lethy lketone. 

acetophenone and cyclohexanone have been measured using ultrasonic pulse technique. at a frequency of 800 kHz and at a 

temperature of 303 K. Shear viscosity coefficient (Il s) and density (p) have been measured for these so luti ons. at this temperature. 

Relaxation amplitudes (al /) exp and (a l f \1 and relaxation times, 'exp and ' cJ ( ~ ' s)' Bulk viscosity coeffiecient (Ilb)' adiabatic 
bulk modu lus (K) , adiabatic compressibility (8) and spec ific acoustic impedance (2) have been calcul ated from these 

measurements. The results show that p. Ils' K and Z increase with concentration of PYC in the three so lvents. while (a l/) exp 

and (al /)cl> a and B decrease. ' exp and 'cJ show only negligible variation. Their ratio ('exp Itel ) = (al /) exp I (al /)cl is almost 
independent of concentration. Experimental values of (al /) and , are found to be much larger than classica l values. i.e. (a l /)cJ 

' s' The results are discussed in terms of Ilb and Il s' It is fou nd that Ilb is far greater than Il s' 

The variation of ultrasonic velocity (V) with frequency 
(f) is termed as dispersion , while reduction in the ampli
tude of the ultrasonic wave with di stance traversed by 
the wave in the medium is known as absorpt ion. Absorp
tion and dispers ion exist together with defi n ite relati ons 
between them . There are various causes for absorption 
and dispersi on of the wave. Thermal conductivity o f the 
medium gives a small contribution to absorption, and is 
usually neglected. Shear viscosity (T] s) was found to be 
quite inadequate to explain the observed ultrasonic ab
sorption in the liquid. 

Various modem theories, proposed recently, explain 
the observed absorption adequately . They attribute ul
trasonic absorption mainly to intermolecular processes 
and intramolecular processes. The former is due to vari
ous intermolecu lar (or interatomic) forces, binding en
ergies and re laxations due to structural changes, which 
lead to absorption and di spers ion of the wave. These 
processes are associated main Iy with bulk v iscos ity (T]b), 
bulk modulu (K) and compress ibilit (8) of the me
dium , which become complex and frequency-dependent 
under the action of a high frequency ultrasonic wave, 
leading to absorption and dispersion of the wave. Intra
molecular processes are not discussed here. Thi s paper 
di cusses experimental results t obtained by the authors ) 
in terms ofll u and T] s of the medium , the ir variation and 

variation of B, K and Z of three different solutions, with 
concentration ofPVC(so]ute) in three different solvents. 

Experimental details - Ultrasonic pulse technique 
has been used to determ ine a and v in di fferent so lutions, 
obtained by disso lving PVC in methylethylketone, ace
tophenone and cyc lo hexanone in various concentra
tions. The solutions are homogeneous. Dens ity (p) has 
been measured for ellch concentration with a specific 
gravity bottle-shear viscosity coefficient (T] s) has been 
determined for each concentration, with an Ostwald 
Viscometer, all at the same temperature of 303 K. The 
frequency (f) of the acoustic pulse is 800 kHz. Table I 
gives a sample of the readings and calculations, for 
determination of the average values of a and v, for a 
concentration of 0.1 (=C%) of PVC in mehtyleth Ike
tone. 'C% = 0.1 ' indicates a concentration of I kg of 
PVC in 1 m3 of the so lvent. 

Equations used - The classical (cl) re laxation ampli
tude, due to shear viscosity (sv) is given by: 

«(,(/ t~)s" = (a/F)cI = (4 11 s13)( 2 n2
/ p v3

) 

The classica l (shear) re laxation time ('s) is 
by: 

( s = (4 T] sl3) / P v2 = ((,(If) cJ ( vl2 n2
) = lei 

... ( I ) 
given 

.. . (2) 
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Table I - Sample readings and calculations to determine the aver

age values of a and y in a solution of 0.1 % of PVC in methy lethylke

tone 

C% = 0.1, a(average)/m = 57.0, y(average) = 842.0 m/s. ' t ' is the 

time taken by the pulse to traverse a total path ·x '. A is the ampli 

tude of the pulse on the screen (in arbitrary units). Ax = All/or 

x = O. vxl l .a. x =In (Ao lAx) 

x(m) 
x 10-2 

I (~s) 

0.00 

0.50 

1.00 11.90 

1.50 17.80 

2.00 23.70 

2.50 29.70 

Ampl (Ax) 

6.5 ( = Ao) 

4.90 

3.70 

2.75 

2.10 

1.50 

y 

(average) 
m/s 

-

840.3 

842.0 

843.8 

841 .7 

a i m 

56.5 

56.3 

57.3 

56.4 

58.6 

The total (observed) experimental relaxation ampli 
tude, due to both shear and bu lk viscosities (s, bv), is 
given by: 

(a lf)s, bv = (a/t..l)Ob = (alf)exp = a (experimenta l)1 
(800000)2 

= (T] b + 4 T] s 13 ) (2rc2
/ pv3) ... (3) 

The observed compressiona l relaxation time (rob), 

due to both bulk and shear viscosities, is given by : 
'ob = ' s,bv = 'exp = (<;ll f)ob (v/2 rc

2
) = 

(T] b+ 4T]s l3)/pv2 
.. . (4) 

Shear viscosity also gives a contribution 1-3 to com
pressional relaxation and absorption of compressional 
waves in the liquid. From Eqs (1)-(4), we get: (T]JT] s) = 

(4/3) ( [(alf)oJ (al f)c1)] - I ) = (4 /3) ('oJ ' e1 - I) ... (5) 
Eq, (5) can be used to calculate T] b for the solution . It 

can be compared with T] s. ' ob can be compared with ' s. 
The adiabatic bulk modulus (K), adiabatic compressi

bility (B) and the specific acoustic impedance (Z) of the 
solution are given by : 

K= lIB = pv2 and Z = p v' .. ,(6) 

Results and discussion - Table 2 gives experimental 
variation of v, a, T] s and p with concentration (C) of PVC 
in the three solvents. v increases with C in all three 
solutions. But, v does not increase linearly with C. The 
increase is more at lower concentrations, than at higher 
concentrations, reaching a maximum (or, saturation) 
value for infinite concentration (i.e. pure solute). For 
infinite concentration (i.e. solute-to-solvent ratio =00 ) , 

Table 2 - Experimental variation of y, a , Tjs, and p with 
concentration (C) of PVC in three different solvents 

. Concentra- Velocity Absorption Shear Density (p) 
tio n (c) (v) coefficient viscosity kg/m3 

C% m/s (a)l m coefficient 

( 11s) 
2' s/m x 

10-5 

PVC in methy lethy lketone 

0.0 38.5 806.0 

0.1 842.166 57.07 43 . 1 807 .2 

0.2 912.000 54.25 48.5 807.8 

0.3 974.110 49.50 54.2 808A 

OA 1028.190 45 .6 1 59.9 8092 

0.5 1100.520 43.08 66.3 809.8 

0.6 11 54.190 39.02 730 8 10A 

0.7 1221.660 35.79 90.0 811.1 

PVC in acetophenone 

0.0 158.9 1032.7 

0.1 1351.351 23 .76 175 .6 1034.3 

0.2 1420.171 22 .97 192.5 1035 .0 

0.3 1474. 118 22.04 208.8 1035 .6 

OA 1531.210 21.36 0225. 1 1036.2 

0.5 1597.690 20.63 240.4 1036.8 

0.6 1645.538 19.84 255.9 1037.5 

0.7 1710.609 18.88 274.0 1038.0 

PVC in cyc lohexanone 

0.0 179.0 957.0 

0.1 1318. 11 7 24 .77 198.0 958.2 

0.2 1428.571 22.75 222.0 958.8 

0.3 151 9.875 20.79 245 .5 959A 

0.4 1633.504 18.76 269.2 960.1 

0.5 1695 .889 17.42 293 .1 960.7 

0.6 1796.51 0 15.51 317.1 961.3 

0.7 1920.106 13A3 342.0 962.3 

the velocity is only finite (= ve locity in the solute) . As 

the concentration (i .e . solute-to-solvent ratio) increases 

from 0 to 00, v increases from solvent-velocity to solute

velocity. Velocity in the sol ute (a solid) is greater than 

ve locity in the solvent (a liquid). Hence, ve loc ity in

creases with C. These var iations are alike in all the three 

cases, while (dvldC) differs from one solution to other. 
a decreases wi th C in a ll three cases, in a si milar 

fashion . But a is not proportiona l to (I/C). Because. for 

infinite concentration, ( I /C) = 0, but, LX has a fin ite, 
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Table 3 - Experimental variation of various derived ultrasonic parameters, with concentration (C) of PVC, in three different solvents. using 
Eqs (1-6) and data obtained by the authors in their laboratory, as given in Table 2 

Concentra- (aJj)exp (a Jj)cI (a /I )exp llb Ts Texp K x loY B x 10-10 Z x 105 

tion (C) (s2 /m) (s2/m) 
(a;f )cI 

(N s/m2) x 10- 13 (s) x 10-9 (s) (kg/m s2) (m2/N) (kg/m2 s) 
inC% x 10-15 x 10-15 

x 10+3 

PVC in methylethylketone 

0.1 89173.00 23 .5270 3.7902 2.17753 10.03780 3.8045 0.57250 1 17.46720 6.79796 15 

0.2 84765.00 20.8318 4.0690 2.63064 9.62478 3.9163 0.67 1876 14.88360 7.3670990 

0.3 77343 .00 19.0905 4.0514 2.92709 9.42097 3.8 168 0.767082 13.03640 7.8749052 

" 
0.4 71250.00 17.9230 3.9753 3.17414 9.33600 3.7 11 3 0.855469 11 .68940 8320 1296 

0.5 67325.00 16.1567 4. 1670 3.68052 9.00781 3.7536 0.980777 10.19590 8.9119785 

0.6 60968.00 15 .41 92 3.9540 3.84759 9.0 1593 3.5649 1.079570 9.26294 9.3535233 

0.7 55920.00 14.2377 3.9276 4.18837 8.811 72 3.4609 1. 210500 8.26099 9.9087377 

PVC in acetophenone 

0.1 37125.00 18. 1068 2.0503 4.79809 12.3959 2.541 5 1.88878 5.29440 13.9770230 

0.2 35890.00 17.0899 2.100 1 538769 12.2956 2.5822 208745 4.79050 14.6986270 

0.3 34437.00 16.5657 2.0788 5.78460 12.37 12 2.57 17 2.25038 4.44368 15 .2659660 

... 0.4 33373 .00 15.9256 2.0956 6.28659 12.353 8 2.5889 2.42947 4.11 6 10 15.8663980 

0.5 32234.00 14.9634 2.1542 6.90 172 12.111 3 2.6090 2.64654 3.77850 16.5648490 

0.6 3 1000.00 14.5696 2.1277 7.25630 12.1457 2.5842 2.80920 3.55970 17 07 16330 

0.7 29504.00 13 .8793 2.1258 7.76260 12.0279 2.5569 3 03 73 7 3.29230 17.756 12 10 

PVC in cyclohexanone 

0.1 38703 .00 23 .7523 1.6294 4.29898 15.8609 2.5844 1.66446 6.00795 12.6275600 

0.2 35546.00 20.9020 1.7006 5.03082 15.1272 2.5725 I. 95673 5. 11 055 13 .697 1380 

0.3 32484.00 19.182 1 1.6935 5.540 12 14.7698 2.50 13 2.2 1623 4.51 2 16 14 .58 16800 

0.4 293 10.00 16.9305 1.73 12 6.2 1026 140 107 2.425 5 2.56 184 3.90344 15.683 1080 

0.5 272 15.00 16.4628 1.653 1 6.4564 1 14.1439 2.3381 2.7630 I 3.61923 16.2924050 

0.6 24234.00 14.9732 1.6 185 6.83879 13.62 75 2.2056 3.10254 3.223 15 17.2698500 

0.7 20984.00 13.2132 1.588 1 7237 18 12.8829 2.03 2 1 3. 54 78 1 2.8 1863 18.4 77 1800 

non-vanishing va lue, equal to the value of a in pure with C. But at very high conce ntra tions (not studied 
solute . For zero concentration, ( 1 IC) = 00, but a is finite , here), T] s may increase much faster with C. since at such 
equal to the value of a in pure so lvent. a is much more high concentrations, the so lution may behave like a thick 
in liquids, than in solids, due to various known proc- liquid, with much less fluid ity. and hence. very high 

esses. Hence, a decreases with C. (da /dC) is negative viscosity. The density p increase with C, for obvious 
and differs from solution to solut ion. reasons, fro m the dens ity of the solvent to the density of 

T] s increases with C. The so lution is homogeneous an d the so lute. as C increases from 0 to 00 . Changes in 11 , and 
becomes more and more viscous, as the solute is added . p are a li ke in a ll the three cases . 
The solute makes the solvent more viscous. At low Ta ble 3 gives the va lu es of various derived parame-

concentrations (studied here), T] s increases uni formly ters, calculated usi ng Eqs (1 -6), for the same concentra-
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tions (C%), mentioned in Table 2, viz. (al/)exp, (al/)cl, 
[(al/)exp/ (al/)c1») , 11 b, LS, Lexp, K, Band Z. Variation of 
(al/)c,p is similar to variation of a (experimental) with 
C, as given in Tab le2, sincefis a constant, 800 kHz, a , 
and hence, (al/)cxp also, decreases, with C. (al/)cl = (8 
7(2/3) (l1 s1pv.1) also decreases with C. l1 s, P and v increase 
with C. But, pv3 increases with concentration faster than 
115, leading to a decrease of (al/)c1 with C. 

The ratio of ' observed ' to ' classical" relaxation am
plitudes is nearly the sa me for all concentrati ons. It is 
almost independent ofC. (al/)cl is obta ined by using Eq. 
(I) and experimental va lues of l1 s, p, and v. (al/)cxp = 
(experimenta l)al/, wheref = 800 kHz and a (experi
mental) is detennined as indicated in Table I. 11 b (Tab le 
3) is calcu lated using Eq. (5). Compa ri son of '1 b Cfable 
3) with l1 s (Table 2) shows that '1 b (bulk viscos ity values 
are about 1000 to 5000 times larger than the correspond
ing l1 s (shear viscosity) values. (al/)c,p = (al/)Ob5' This 
is much larger than (al/)cI. Va lues o r e al/)c,,, and (al/)cI 
are shown in Table 3, along with thei r ratio ( 1500 to 
4000). Thi s ratio is very large (l1 b/11 s). Hence (0. // )",1' » 
(al/)cI and 11 b» I1 s· The absorpti on orth e com press iollal 
wave in the liquid is large ly due to ll b· ll b is related to 
normal forces in the liquid , while 11 5 is related to shearing 
forces in the liquid . Hence. 11 5 accounts onl y to a very 
small extent (and 11 b accounts to a ve ry large extent) to 
absorption of compressional waves in a liquid. ll b is a 
measure of the resistance offered by the liquid for propa
ga ti on of compressiona l waves through the liquid . Ul
trasoni c waves a re co mpress ional waves . As 11 b 
increases, absorption of the ultrasoni c wave in the liquid 
increases. Eqs (I), (3) and (5) explain these results. 

The va lues ofts and Lobs (= Lcxp) are also g iven in Table 
3. They are connected to (al/)cI and (al/)ObS by Eqs (2) 
and (4) . The relaxation ampl itude (0.1/) is proportional 
to the relaxat ion time (=L). (Lohslts) - (al/ )obs/(al/)c' -

(l1 J 11 s). LS « Lobs · Relaxation processes lead to absorp
tion of the wave . (al/)ObS and Lobs are related to structural 
changes in the liquid , due to propagation of the ultra
sonic wave in the liquid . Hence, Lobs may al so be ca lled 
structural relaxat ion time . Propagation of a compres
siona l wave is assoc iated with compress ional rel axation 
and shear relaxati on is negligible. Hence, LS « Lobs. 

K (= 118) increases with concentration . Th is is under
standable. The medium possesses properti es closer to 
those of a so lid, as more and more so lute is added. 
Hence, the elasticity of the medium, and hence K in
creases, with concentration. Likewise, the acousti c im
pedance of the medium (=Z) al so increases with C. due 
to the increase in p and v and also the elasticity of the 
medium. The medium becomes stiffer with addition of 
more and more of the so lute. 

In conclusion, it may be added that the bulk viscosity 
of liquids and solutions is a very important property of 
the fluid . Thi s accounts large ly for absorpti on of com
press ional waves in the med ium . Eva luation of bulk 
viscos ity coeffi cient can lead to an understanding of 
va ri ous interatomic or. intermolec ul ar processes in the 
medium . Study of its variati on with temperatu re and 
pressure can lead to structura l in vestigations of the 
med iUI11 . 

The author wishes to thank the Chairman of Sri Sai 
Ram Engineering Co ll ege Sri MJF Ln . LEO Muthu for 
his constant encouragement and kind dispos ition. 
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